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Welcome to the world of Lista Office! At headquarters  
in Degersheim, we have given our own working space a 
complete makeover. Here, we can embrace the latest  
findings and philosophies about the complexities of  
the modern workplace, visualise and implement them,  
and test the results on your behalf. That means you, our  
customer, stand to benefit from office concepts that  
have been refined and proven to be effective in the work
aday world. Beyond that, we have assembled an image 
portfolio of interesting customer projects to demonstrate 
how our product systems and services result in practical 
solutions with longterm viability. 
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Less office, more living 

Better, faster, more versatile: highly dynamic markets also 
entail more sophisticated demands on office space and 
furnishings. Lista Office provides an allembracing answer 
in the form of flexible, multizone concepts that generate 
an outstandingly positive impact on workplace produc t
ivity and quality of life. Could that mean exciting prospects 
for your company, too? Check out the following pages for 
noteworthy information and visuals depicting a whole new 
office style.

The new workplace aesthetic
The scenes shown on this and the following pages were photographed at the newly 
redesigned Lista Office headquarters in Degersheim, where room space design and office 
furnishings derive from a multi-zone concept that optimally implements the latest findings 
of research into workplace ergonomics. Inspiration for your future workplace? We cordially 
invite you to come and see for yourself: telephone +41 71 372 52 52, info@lista-office.com
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The best design approach for office spaces 

That is an issue which has busied workplace ergonomists for years on end. Why? Because so 

many companies are working on answers to tomorrow’s problems, but using yesterday’s  

structures and processes in settings that date from yesteryear. Yet in the meantime, research 

has delivered concrete solutions for modern business practice. Solutions that are taking  

shape at Lista Office right now.

Remember the “New Office” buzz phrase of a few years 

back? At Lista Office, what sounded futuristic at the 

time now forms the basis for novel, forward-looking  

office concepts – implemented flexibly, according to 

each customer’s individual needs. To verify that this  

bespoke approach really does work in practice, Lista  

Office embarked on a thoroughgoing redesign at its 

headquarters, which are now appointed in line with the 

latest research findings.

Focus on people

The key aspect of progressive office concepts is their 

people orientation. Rather than viewing people as just 

another business resource, they are now recognised as 

central drivers of company values. Hence the emphasis 

on investment in employees’ sense of wellbeing. And  

see the payoff: studies show that 15 percent more satis-

faction can boost productivity by as much as 5 percent. 

Now consider that the European economy generates 

around two thirds of added value in office workplaces, 

and it becomes clear just what a momentous effect  

this can have.

Such rethinking of workplace design goes hand in hand 

with the transition from an industrial to a knowledge-

based society. The organisational consequences of this 

development are as broad as they are deep: structures 

give way to processes, paper is superseded by data,  

repetitiveness turns into variety, one-way communica-

tion becomes dialogue. This also leads to management 

systems founded not on directives and hierarchies,  

but consensual objectives and coaching.

Workplace branding
Room space concepts and office furnishings can become 
significant elements of corporate architecture that bolster  
a company’s identity and culture.

Space for flexibility
An individual desk, multi-station workplace, team workbench,  
or an eye-catching conference table: contemporary office furniture  
systems provide the ideal platform for every style of working.
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Flexible room space, intelligent design

The multi-zone concept is a highly potent means of  

using office design to promote fresh quality of life and  

a new-look organisation. In contrast to conventional  

individual offices or inelastic open-plan layouts, multi-

zoning overturns the notion of stationary assignments 

between employees and blocks of office space. Instead, 

the office is laid out as an open living area that presents 

a choice of settings suitable for just about any kind of 

team or individual work.

The need for greater flexibility also places more com-

plex demands on providers of office fittings and fur-

nishings – not only in functional and design terms, but  

in project management as well. Lista Office delivers  

intelligent solutions on both counts. Modular product 

systems like Lista Office QUB, Lista Office Motion  

and the Lista Office Motion XXL multi-purpose table  

really work at their best as elements of a zone-based 

office concept.

In addition, Lista Office can provide specialised plan-

ning, implementation and operational know-how  

to assist companies wishing to actively exploit “New  

Office” potential. Our all-round product and service  

expertise has since become a trademark item in its  

own right: Total Office Management™ by Lista Office.

Space for concentration
Smaller, screened-off cells  
provide an atmosphere for  
focused work and reading  
up on issues, as do larger,  
library-style spaces.

Space for encounters
Individually designed social areas with catering options  
encourage inspiration and recuperation, as well as lend  
themselves to informal meetings.

Space for repose
Stress-free oases adjacent to  
office workplaces are conducive 
to breaks or conversations.

Teamwork and group dialogue
In addition to open office areas that foster working dialogue  
and transparency, the multi-zone concept also accommodates 
more sheltered environments for focused knowledge transfer.
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Production and inspiration
Creatively appointed meeting zones adjacent to  
work areas support the process of re-invigoration  
and developing new ideas.

What trends are you observing in Swiss offices?

The “New Office” vision, in other words the view of the  

office as an organic living space, is increasingly turning 

into reality. Conventional criteria like tidiness, ergonom-

ics and space efficiency, although still important, are  

becoming secondary. What really matters now are values 

like flexibility, networking and process orientation. Next 

to these functional qualities, office architecture and  

design are also gaining traction as meaningful contribu-

tors to corporate identity. 

How do rooms, fittings and furnishings 

function as success factors?

Humans are the principal actors and will remain so, 

both as individual talent and collectively as a team. Yet 

the work environment plays an important supporting 

role. Intelligently designed and structured, it can boost 

people’s sense of wellbeing and productivity, for exam-

ple by accelerating processes or facilitating communi-

cation. This benefit comes to the fore especially in open 

office concepts, with zones designed for flexible use: 

here we witness the office adapting to human beings, 

rather than the other way around. 

How big must a business be to make a 

multizone concept worthwhile?

I see it as a matter of strategy, not headcount. Dynamic 

space and office concepts pay off wherever there is  

a need for flat hierarchies and flexible working proced-

ures. Our solutions are drawing particular interest  

from small and medium-sized enterprises. Incidentally, 

international comparisons show that Switzerland is  

a leader in this sector.

What kind of added value can businesses 

expect from Lista Office?

By virtue of manufacturing in Switzerland, we are a dir-

ect source of all-inclusive product systems and services 

– from the initial consulting meeting to an up-and-run-

ning facility. Our 360° Total Office Management™ system 

is designed for bringing maximum “Return on Office” to 

every single customer. This customer orientation is also 

reflected in our close-knit network of subsidiaries and 

specialised dealers.

Maximising “Return on Office”

Thomas Hassinger on office spaces as a success factor 

Thomas Hassinger is an expert
in room space and office concepts  
at Lista Office. He will be pleased  
to answer your questions about  
the new workplace environment:  
thomas.hassinger@lista-office.com
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1_Planning and consultancy

No two companies are alike. That’s why Lista Office’s 

achievements don’t begin with fixed solutions, but with 

an analysis of your working environment. The better  

we know it, the better we can ascertain which office 

concept best fulfils your current and future objectives 

with furniture that meets your requirements, and not 

vice versa.

2_Development and production 

No matter how your future working environment might 

look, in Lista Office showrooms you will find the office 

furniture systems required to realize this environment 

in every respect. The term “system” is legitimate: when 

developing products, we rely on clear lines and modular 

designs. This guarantees that creativity and continuity 

never clash and that your workspace grows with you.

3_Implementation and logistics

Wherever offices are being built or renovated, proced-

ures become complicated and delays costly. Lista Office 

has the resources and experience to handle even the 

largest projects efficiently. Well-coordinated processes, 

from contract award to final acceptance, ensure that 

our work is finished when your work has to begin.

4_Service and customer care

Lista Office also remains at your disposal when your 

new office is in place and functioning. Our highly capable 

after-sales service keeps your office operations running 

smoothly. Adaptations can then be made specifically 

whenever your requirements change in the course of 

time. And, needless to say, we propose innovative ideas 

and solutions as your company grows and you need  

new space for your working environment.

Total Office Management™: from idea to operational business

How do you wish to work in future? This question focuses on one of Lista Office’s prime goals, 

namely to design workspaces that support your corporate vision. The approach to attaining this 

goal is called Total Office Management™. Our 360° system ensures that your investments in  

office furnishings pay off now and in the future. Because they actively support your business 

processes. Because they become an integral part of your corporate identity. And because they 

motivate people to provide top performance.

1_Planning and consultancy

2_Development and production3_Implementation and logistics

4_Service and customer care
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18–27  

mperical Asset Management AG
Hardturmstrasse 11
CH-8005 Zurich
www.mperical.com

Lista Office Motion, Lista Office QUB

28–41  

Office de l’assurance invalidité  
pour le canton de Vaud
Avenue du Général-Guisan 8
CH-1800 Vevey
www.aivd.ch

Lista Office Motion, Lista Office QUB

42–51  

Baudepartement des Kantons BaselStadt
Münsterplatz 11
CH-4001 Basel
www.bd.bs.ch

Lista Office Motion, Lista Office QUB

52–59  

Burger King Europe GmbH 
Zählerweg 10
CH-6300 Zug
www.burger-king.ch

Lista Office Motion, Lista Office QUB

60–65 

Lista Office Vertriebs AG
LO Cham
Luzernerstrasse 11
CH-6330 Cham
www.lista-office.ch 

66–73  

UBS AG
UBS Executive & Entrepreneur Services
Terminal 1
CH-8060 Zurich Airport
www.ubs.ch 

Lista Office Reflect, Lista Office QUB

74–79  

Festland AG
Hintere Bahnhofstrasse 3
CH-9000 St.Gallen

Lista Office Motion XXL, Lista Office QUB

80–87

Sellbytel Group GmbH
Kurgartenstrasse 47
D-90762 Fürth Nürnberg
www.sellbytel.de

Lista Office Motion XXL, Lista Office QUB

Planning, interior design 
Hartmann-Thoma Objekteinrichtungen GmbH 
www.hartmann-objekt.de

88–97  

SVA St.Gallen
Brauerstrasse 54
CH-9016 St.Gallen
www.svasg.ch

Lista Office Choice, Lista Office Motion,  
Lista Office QUB
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Lista Office AG 
Alfred Lienhard Strasse 2 
CH-9113 Degersheim

Telephone  +41 71 372 52 52
Fax  +41 71 372 52 44
Hotline  0800 633 642
info@lista-office.com

www.listaoffice.com
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